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Defined magnetization states in magnetic nanotubes could be the basic building blocks for future

memory elements. To date, it has been extremely challenging to measure the magnetic states at the

single-nanotube level. We investigate the magnetization states of an individual Ni nanotube by

measuring the anisotropic magnetoresistance effect at cryogenic temperature. Depending on the

magnitude and direction of the magnetic field, we program the nanotube to be in a vortex- or onion-like

state near remanence.
1. Introduction

Ferromagnetic top-down and bottom-up nanostructures consti-

tute the basic building blocks for future high-density memory

elements. They are an alternative to the current planar tech-

nology which is expected to face fundamental physical limita-

tions in the next few years.1 Three-dimensional architectures

based on ferromagnetic nanowires have been proposed to over-

come the limits.2 Especially interesting is the application of

nanoscale ferromagnetic materials in magnonic devices.3,4 There,

the control and manipulation of spin waves at the nanoscale are

expected to offer novel perspectives for data transmission5 and

data processing.6 At the same time, magnetic nanoparticles and

disks are powerful materials for biological applications, drug

delivery, targeted magnetic resonance imaging and magneto-

thermal treatment of tissues.7–10 Low-dimensional ferromagnetic

nanostructures are particularly interesting due to unique

magnetic configurations.11–16 In contrast to nanowires or dots,

hollow nanotubes possess three independent geometrical

parameters for the control of the magnetic properties via shape

anisotropy, i.e., the length L, the inner radius ri and the outer

radius ro. It has been predicted that the magnetization reversal

via vortex wall formation and propagation might be more

controlled in nanotubes compared to solid nanowires since in
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nanotubes the Bloch point structure is avoided.17 Numerous

theoretical predictions exist concerning remanent states of an

individual ferromagnetic nanotube.18–23 So far, however, only

large ensembles of nanotubes have been studied experimentally

which were fabricated from a ferromagnetic metal.24–31 Not only

the nanotubes exhibited different diameters, but also a different

orientation with respect to the magnetic field H. All this led to

magnetic hysteresis curves that were difficult to interpret.

Recently an individual nanotube of GaMnAs was studied.32

There, magnetocrystalline anisotropy of the ferromagnetic

semiconductor dominated over the shape anisotropy. This does

not allow one to address the peculiar magnetic states of a

nanotube. In this paper we report an experimental study per-

formed on individual nanotubes that have been fabricated from a

metallic ferromagnet. The nanotubes consist of a 40 nm thick Ni

layer deposited by Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) on GaAs

nanowires as nano-templates. In particular the nickel film is

polycrystalline and does not exhibit magnetocrystalline aniso-

tropy. The use of ALD on self-assembled nanowires enables one

to reach unprecedented aspect ratios and thereby tailor shape

anisotropy in magnetic systems. In this study, the nanotubes

have a diameter of 150 nm and a length of 20 mm. The nanotubes

are straight and mechanically robust as they are supported by the

insulating GaAs nanowire core. This is an ideal configuration for

the integration of electrical contacts and the measurement of the

anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) effect. The AMR effect is

a powerful tool to study the magnetization states of individual

nanomagnets as demonstrated on planar nanostripes33 and solid

nanowires.34 Following the theory of AMR in thin metallic

films35 we discuss a classification of relevant nanotube magneti-

zation states in terms of the relative AMR effect for the first time.

This allows us to analyze the magnetization reversal under the

two orthogonal orientations of H parallel and perpendicular to

the nanotube axis. For both orientations, segments of the

nanowires are found to align their remanent magnetization in the
Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 4989–4995 | 4989
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Fig. 1 (a) SEM and (b) HAADF STEM images of a magnetic nanotube.

We find the nickel to conformally overgrow both the GaAs nanowire and

the nanodroplet used for epitaxial growth of the core. (c and d) A Ni

nanotube of a length of about 20 mm contacted by Au leads in a four-

point configuration. (e–h) EELS images for the area around a nano-

trough (i). The EELS profile (j) was obtained along the red arrow

direction.
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azimuthal direction. The magnetoresistance traces for perpen-

dicular field orientation suggest the transition from an onion-like

state to a vortex configuration in opposing field.

2. Sample fabrication and thin-film properties

The magnetic nanotubes were fabricated using a two step

process. In the first step, GaAs nanowires were grown on a 20 0

Si(111) substrate in the self-catalyzed growth mode. The growth

was performed in a DCA P600 molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)

system. Si wafers were used without removing the native oxide

before starting the growth. After the axial growth, the mode was

switched to planar growth in order to deposit an epitaxial shell of

GaAs and thus increase the diameter in a controlled manner.

Further details on the nanowire growth can be found else-

where.36,37 Finally, the nanowires were coated with roughly 2 nm

of aluminum to protect the wires from decomposition at the

elevated temperatures needed for the subsequent atomic layer

deposition (ALD) of nickel oxide in the second step. For this, the

samples were transferred to an ALD vacuum chamber PicoSun

Sunale P, where first a 25 nm thick layer of Al2O3 was deposited
38

using trimethylaluminium and water. This layer of Al2O3 was

conformally grown around the nanowires to isolate the core and

prevent arsenic from diffusing into the nickel nanotube. Second,

the nanowires were exposed to successive pulses of nickelocene

NiCp2, ozone (O3) and hydrogen (H2). The substrate was held at

300�.39 We used 800 cycles to form a 40 nm thick nickel oxide

layer which was partially reduced by the hydrogen pulses. To

further improve the reduction of nickel oxide to metallic nickel

the sample was held at 350 �C for four hours in a hydrogen

atmosphere.

The ferromagnetic behavior was studied by ferromagnetic

resonance (FMR) measurements at room temperature per-

formed on planar reference films grown by the same ALD

process. The FMR data showed a pronounced resonance line

varying characteristically with the applied magnetic field.39 The

FMR data did not depend on the orientation of the in-plane

magnetic field. This behavior suggests vanishing magneto-

crystalline anisotropy of the ALD-grownNi. This is attributed to

the polycrystalline nature (see Section 3) and is in contrast to

GaMnAs used in ref. 32.

AMR measurements on ALD-grown planar Ni films of 10 nm

thickness showed a relative MR effect of about 0.7% at 4.2 K.

MR ¼ (rk � rt)/rt (1)

Here rk (rt) is the specific resistivity for the device being satu-

rated in the direction of (perpendicular to) the current I. In this

case, rt was taken with H being perpendicular to the plane. The

shape anisotropy field of plain Ni films amounted to about 0.4 T

in perpendicular field.40

3. Nanotube characterization

3.1. Structure and composition

We proceed now with the presentation of the structure and

composition of the magnetic nanotubes which were grown as a

Ni shell on a core consisting of a 150 nm diameter semi-insulating

GaAs nanowire. A Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) image
4990 | Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 4989–4995
of a core–shell device is shown in Fig. 1(a). The morphology and

conformal nature of the Ni layer is extracted from Fig. 1(b),

where a Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM)

High Angle Annular Dark Field (HAADF) image is shown. We

find nickel of an average thickness of about 40 nm along up to

20 mm long GaAs nanowires and around the Ga nanodroplets

used to grow the semiconductor cores. The nickel shell is poly-

crystalline and exhibits some remaining nanotroughs. By SEM

investigations we observed that the roughness depended on the

diameter of the GaAs nanowires forming the templates for the

ALD growth process. The roughness is due to the Ni deposition,

as the GaAs nanowires themselves exhibit planar facets with a

roughness on the atomic scale.41 We attribute the formation of

nanotroughs to surface tension effects in the hydrogen-based

reduction process after the ALD growth. As a consequence, the

roughnesses of nanotubes and planar reference films are also

found to differ. Randomly oriented grain boundaries are

expected to exist in the Ni shell. Profiles obtained in the HAADF

STEM images provide the expected hexagonal cross-section of

the GaAs core,42 and a quasi-spherical shell. Electron Energy
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) images shown in Fig. 1(e–h) confirm

the presence of Ni in the extremal shell of the nanotube on the

GaAs core. Due to the high electron scattering on the Ni shell, it

was very difficult to obtain appropriate EELS maps. As seen

above, the Ni shell can be clearly mapped by EELS; however Ga

and As signals are noisy. In order to assure the core composition,

we utilized an individual nanotrough where the shell was locally

discontinuous (cf. Fig. 1(i)). In this case, one can appreciate on

the EELS maps the increasing Ga and As signals on the

uncovered area. The EELS profile shown in Fig. 1(j) has been

obtained along the red arrow direction.
3.2. Electrical measurements

For the following magnetotransport studies we transferred

nanotubes to a silicon wafer covered with 500 nm thick silicon

oxide for electrical isolation. Single nanotubes were contacted

with four Cr/Au probes using an electron beam lithography

based process (Fig. 1(c)). To obtain an interface resistance as low

as a few Ohms we cleaned the nickel surface through in situ ion

milling before evaporation of the adhesion layer (5 nm thick Cr)

and metal film (300 nm thick Au) and lift-off processing. We

performed four-point probe measurements of the nanotube

resistance by applying the current I at contacts 1 and 4 and

measuring the voltage V at contacts 2 and 3 (Fig. 1(d)). In order

to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, we used either a nano-

voltmeter and a current source operating in current-reversal

mode or a lock-in amplifier to modulate I and detect phase-

sensitively the voltage V. The current amplitude amounted to 4

mA. Assuming a shell thickness of 40 nm, this value corresponded

to a current density of about 104 A cm�2.

All data presented in the following are taken from one indi-

vidual tube. Data taken from a second nanotube are presented at

the end of Section 4.2. The electrical properties were studied by

resistance measurements from room temperature down to 1.6 K.

At room temperature the specific resistivity rwas about (25� 10)

mU cm. At 1.6 K we obtained r ¼ (5 � 2) mU cm. This value is

smaller than of the planar Ni nanowires reported by Hong and

Giordano33 and substantiates the good quality of the ALD-

grown Ni shell.
Fig. 2 Resistance of a 10 mm long Ni nanotube segment for magnetic

field sweeps in positive (green) and negative (blue) directions when H is

parallel to the long axis (upper curves). The magnetoresistance is

hysteretic and positive at large fields. We extract a coercive field of m0Hc

z 17 mT from the data. The absolute variation is dmaxRk ¼ 48 mU. ForH

perpendicular to the long nanotube axis the magnetoresistance is negative

to large fields with dmaxRt ¼ 11 mU. Overall the relative AMR effect

amounts to DR/Rt,min ¼ 0.3% in the given Ni nanotube.
3.3. Magnetotransport measurements

The magnetic properties were investigated by magnetotransport

studies of field orientations parallel and perpendicular to the tube

axis. The sample was cooled down to a temperature T ¼ 1.6 K in

a cryostat with a superconducting magnet providing an axial

field m0H of up to 9 Tesla. The sample holder allows us to vary

the orientation of the nanotube with respect to H at low

temperatures. In the course of a sweep, the resistance occasion-

ally increased by an individual jump of 10–15 mU, which neither

depended on the magnetic field nor was hysteretic. Such jumps

were attributed to resistance changes in nanotroughs through

electromigration. The resistance curves were corrected for such

occasional effects. The large magnetic field H allowed us to

saturate the nanotube magnetization M under different field

orientations. This is a prerequisite to quantify the AMR effect.

At the same time the low temperature enables us to be close to the

condition T ¼ 0 used for the theoretical predictions.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
We start by presenting the magnetoresistance and AMR effect

forH applied parallel to the long nanotube axis. Before applying

a magnetic field for the first time, the resistance was measured to

be 17.936 mU. Then the magnetic state was saturated in the

longitudinal direction by a magnetic field of m0H ¼ �1 T. Fig. 2

shows the typical field-dependent behavior: R(H) ¼ V(H)/I vs. H

for m0|H| # 1 T. Towards larger fields, the nanotube exhibits a

positive magnetoresistance. The resistance does not saturate up

to 9 T. The increase of the resistance for m0H > 1 T is attributed

to the well-known Lorentz magnetoresistance.43 To analyze the

AMR effect we thus focus on data taken for m0|H|# 1 T. At 1 T,

the resistance is Rk,max ¼ 17.985 U. When decreasing m0H from 1

T, R deviates from Rk,max over a broad field regime ranging from

about �0.2 to +0.2 T. This means that microscopic magnetic

moments tilt away from the longitudinal direction, thereby

reducing the spin-dependent scattering following the

expression:44

r(q) ¼ rt + (rk � rt) cos2(q). (2)

Here, q is the angle between the direction of current I and

magnetizationM. At small fields, the magnetoresistance is found

to be hysteretic. This means that the magnetization at H ¼
0 depends on the magnetic history.33–35 We attribute the minima

Rk,min in Rk(H) to the coercive field amounting to m0|Hc| z
17 mT. The maximum resistance change is found to be dmaxRk ¼
Rk,max � Rk,min ¼ (48 � 2) mU as shown in Fig. 2. In minor loop

measurements (not shown) the resistance is found to remain

constant and non-hysteretic, if we stay with H in the regime

m0|H| ( 15 mT. Increasing the reversal field beyond 15 mT we

regain hysteretic behavior in R(H). The hysteretic behavior and

the minor loop measurements suggest an incoherent reversal

mode of the nanotube.
Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 4989–4995 | 4991
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Before we analyze the data in the parallel field configuration in

more detail it is instructive to discuss the magnetoresistive

behavior in perpendicular field. For this, we turn the direction of

the sample in the cryostat at low temperatures and zero field after

saturation at �1 T. The typical magnetoresistive behavior is

shown in Fig. 2 (bottom curve). Starting from H ¼ 0, R(H) is

found to decrease by dmaxRt ¼ (11 � 2) mU up to m0H ¼ 1 T.

The magnetoresistance is thus negative. It exhibits a relatively

steep slope R vs.H for m0|H|# 0.4 T. We attribute the field value

of 0.4 T to the shape anisotropy field Hani. For |H| > Hani, the

magnetizationM of the device becomes aligned withH so thatM

is perpendicular to the applied current I. As a consequence, Rt

takes a minimum of Rt,min ¼ 17.930 U at 1 T. The overall

resistance change dmaxRt ¼ (11 � 2) mU is significantly smaller

than dmaxRk ¼ (48 � 2) mU observed for parallel fields.

Considering the resistance data from Fig. 2 we calculate the

maximum relative AMR effect to be

DR=Rt;min ¼ Rk;max � Rt;min

Rt;min

¼ 0:3%: (3)

This is a reasonable value compared to the AMR effect

observed on the ALD-grown planar Ni films. It is smaller by a

factor of about 2. We attribute this discrepancy to the nano-

troughs observed in Fig. 1. They locally reduce the cross-section

of the nanotube. In contrast to the thin film, the current might

not be able to percolate around the nanotroughs. The series of

nanotroughs increases the specific resistivity which enters the

denominator of eqn (3) via Rt,min and thereby reduces the

overall MR value.

Interestingly, R is hysteretic in perpendicular fields as well.

Fig. 3 shows field-dependent data (symbols) taken in minor loops

between �0.17 and +0.17 T where H was varied in small incre-

ments of 1 mT. For both sweep directions, field regions are found

where R takes a local minimum. Coming from, e.g., +0.17 T and
Fig. 3 Magnetoresistance data (symbols) for field sweeps between�0.17

and +0.17 T when H is perpendicular to the nanotube: blue filled (green

open) symbols show a sweep ofH in the negative (positive) direction. For

clarity symbols are interconnected by lines. The nanotube exhibits an

overall decrease of R for increasing fields and characteristic local minima

at small opposing fields in the range of 0.010 T ( |m0H| ( 0.075 T. For

comparison, the lines show the major loop data presented in Fig. 2 for the

H k axis. Large arrows indicate sweep directions of H.

4992 | Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 4989–4995
going to negative fields the resistance is found to drop abruptly

by almost 3 mU at �0.010 T. It remains small until �0.075 T

where R regains a large value within the range of a few mT. Note

that the absolute value of the local minimum is larger than

Rt,min at m0H ¼ 1 T. For further decreasing field, R follows the

negative magnetoresistance already seen in Fig. 2. The drop and

local minimum in R for small opposing fields are reproducible

features for successive field sweeps. Depending on the exact

reversal field the relevant field region is found to vary slightly.
4. Discussion

4.1. AMR effect in nanotubes: development of a classification

scheme

We start by introducing the well-known characteristics of the

AMR effect in planar thin films and discuss what should be

expected in a nanotube configuration. For the AMR effect, the

angle q between the direction of current I and magnetizationM is

decisive. The specific resistivity r varies due to spin-dependent

scattering provoked by spin–orbit coupling. In a ferromagnetic

bulk material the field-dependent resistivity follows eqn (2).

Because rk > rt in Ni, r is expected to be at maximum when I

and M are collinear. It is at a minimum when the magnetization

is perpendicular to the current. Rijks et al.35 showed that the

relative magnetoresistance (MR) effect is modified by boundary

scattering in a planar thin film. As a function of q they find a

different behavior for M staying in the film plane or pointing

perpendicular to the film boundary. The qualitative behavior

R(q) is sketched in Fig. 4(a) as extracted from ref. 35. In Fig. 4(b)

we illustrate the magnetic states of the thin film (left) at
Fig. 4 (a) Theoretical variation of the specific resistivity r of a thin film

as a function of the angle between I and M for rotation of M in plane

(blue, solid) and out-of-plane (red, dashed) [after Rijks et al.35]. (b)

Relevant magnetic states in the thin film (left) compared to configurations

in a nanotube (right) as discussed in the text. Configurations are ordered

such that the resistance increases from bottom to top. Arrows indicate the

orientations of magnetic moments and current. The semiconductor core

is shown in gray.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 5 Magnetic states schematically attributed to characteristic resis-

tance values in (a) a perpendicular and (b) a parallel magnetic field.
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characteristic points of the R(q) dependencies. We will show that

they allow us to classify the magnetic states of the nanotube

(right). For the thin film, the largest resistance occurs when the

magnetization is collinear with the current, resulting in r ¼
max(r)¼ rk. Now, if we compare the resistivity in the case where

M is in-plane (r¼ rt,ip) or out-of-plane (r ¼ rt,op), the smallest

resistance is achieved for an out-of-plane magnetization, due to

the modified boundary scattering. Such a discrepancy does not

occur in eqn (2) for bulk materials in which boundary scattering

is not relevant. According to Rijks et al.,35 a measurable differ-

ence between in-plane and out-of-plane AMR ratios is present

for film thicknesses below a critical value tc of approximately

100 nm.

We now turn to the discussion of the nanotube, for which we

consider the current to be always parallel to the long nanotube

axis. The shell thickness is about 40 nm and smaller than tc. We

thus attribute the MR behavior of the nanotube to the effect

which was elaborated by Rijks et al. As in the thin film case, the

maximum resistance is achieved when the magnetization is

parallel to the current. We call this the axially saturated state

(ASS). Fig. 4 would suggest the same resistivity for the nanotube

and the thin film. Interestingly, the minimum resistivity rt,op

obtained for the thin film would correspond to a state of the

nanotube in which the magnetic moments obey a radially aligned

out-of-plane configuration (ROP). Such a state (bottom-most

graph in Fig. 4(b)) might be created by a tailored magneto-

crystalline or interfacial anisotropy. For a nanotube prepared

from an isotropic ferromagnet as considered here, the minimum

resistivity state of Fig. 4(a) cannot be achieved. For such a

nanotube, the lowest resistivity is obtained in a transversally

saturated state (TSS), in which all magnetic moments are aligned

along a direction perpendicular to the long nanotube axis. Such a

configuration is attained at large magnetic fields. Here, it is

interesting to note that due to the curved surface, only a small

portion of the moments point perpendicularly to the nanotube

surface. The relevant resistivity falls between rt,ip and rt,op and

is marked with a cross in Fig. 4(a). We now consider the inter-

mediate magnetization states between ASS and TSS. Slightly

above the resistivity of the TSS, we find the global vortex state

(GVS), in which the moments follow the circumference of the

nanotube and are aligned in the azimuthal direction. Such a state

has been predicted to occur in equilibrium for nanotubes above a

certain diameter.21 The resistivity of the global vortex state

coincides with the resistivity rt,ip of the thin film.

In close analogy to the onion-state (OS) in ferromagnetic ring

structures,11–13 we propose the existence of a comparable state in

magnetic nanotubes. Here, the two halves of the nanotube

exhibit parallel magnetic moments being aligned in the azimuthal

direction. The two halves are separated by domain walls. To

minimize the stray field energy the moments in the domain walls

are expected to align with the long axis and in opposite direction

for both domains. With this, the overall resistivity will increase

according to eqn (2). The resistivity of OS is thus expected to be

larger compared to GVS (Fig. 4(b)). For the vortex state in an

individual permalloy ring, a higher resistance compared to that

of the onion state was observed.13 This was due to the orientation

of the current which was in the plane of the magnetic moments.

In contrast, the current is perpendicular to the moments in our

nanotube, leading to the opposite behavior in R(H).
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
At an even higher resistivity but still below the ASS, we classify

the multi-domain state (MDS) formed by a series of domains in

the ASS configuration of opposite directions separated by

domain walls. Domain walls might be in a TSS- or GVS-like

configuration.22
4.2. Magnetic states assigned to measured resistance values

We now turn to the discussion of magnetic states observed with

the magnetic field applied in a direction parallel or perpendicular

to the long nanotube axis. We use the classification developed in

Fig. 4 to attribute magnetic states to the measured resistance

values as sketched in Fig. 5. Experimentally, we obtain the lowest

resistance in the magnetic nanotube when we generate the

transversely saturated state (TSS) by applying m0H ¼ 1 T >

m0Hani in a direction perpendicular to the long axis (Fig. 2).

When reducing the magnetic field, the TSS is found to be

unstable. The demagnetization field is largest where the surface

normal is parallel to the external magnetic field. At these points,

the magnetic moments tilt away from the field direction if H <

Hani and form head-to-head or tail-to-tail domain walls. To

minimize the stray-field energy, moments will most likely turn

into an axial direction, provoke a domain wall and form the OS

(Fig. 5(a)). The domain walls exhibit rk > rt,ip. By this, we

explain the gradual increase in R when reducing H in the

perpendicular field direction. We propose the OS as the stable

configuration at H ¼ 0. The increased value of R at H ¼
0 depends on the total width of segments with rk > rt,ip. The

overall specific resistivity is certainly larger than r ¼ rt,ip. In an

opposing magnetic field, large parts of the nanotube are expected

to switch irreversibly and form a GVS. In the vortex state, the

small specific resistivity rt,ip is realized around the nanotube.

Following this argument, we attribute the abrupt jump of

reduced R in Fig. 3 to the creation of the GVS (cf. Fig. 5(a)). This

state is stable in a small field region and has a resistance which is
Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 4989–4995 | 4993
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between those of TSS and OS at H ¼ 0. At a field of m0|H| z
0.075 T, the energy attributed to the misalignment of the spins in

the external field will be higher than the energy gain due to the

flux-closure configuration. At this field, the configuration

changes abruptly back to the OS with nanotube halves being

aligned in the negative field direction.

It is now interesting to address the reversal in a fieldH applied

parallel to the long axis. In Fig. 2 and 3 we observe that R(Hc) is

almost as small as the resistance of the vortex-like state discussed

above. Comparing dmaxRk ¼ 48 mU from Fig. 2 with the

maximum absolute change DR¼ 59 mU, we calculate the relative

amount of magnetic moments being perpendicular to I during

reversal to be 87% of the total magnetization. In ref. 22 the

reversal mechanism was investigated theoretically assuming an

ideal nanotube without surface roughness. For the geometrical

parameters realized by our nanotubes, the authors predicted an

abrupt reversal to occur via a single vortex wall. In the real

nanotube, we find the resistance to change gradually with H in a

wide field region. At this point we cannot decide whether the

reversal occurs via a global vortex state or segments of vortex-

like domain walls (vortex walls) separated by ASS domains. The

scenario of vortex walls sketched in Fig. 5(b) seems to be more

likely considering the surface roughness of our nanotubes.

Vortex walls might enter the nanotube in a sequential manner

and thereby explain the wide field region where R deviates from

Rk,max. The gradual change of R implies the creation, movement

and pinning of a large number of vortex walls where locallyM is

perpendicular to I. The minimum resistance Rk,min is achieved at

H ¼ Hc when the maximum number of domain walls reside

between the voltage probes.

In the scenarios discussed above, the absolute resistance

changes DR between ASS and TSS as well as dmaxRt between VS

and TSS should depend little on the exact number of nano-

troughs. In contrast, we expect dmaxRk to depend on the number

of nanotroughs serving as pinning sites. Magnetotransport

experiments performed on a further nanotube with similar

geometrical parameters provided the following data at 4 K:DR¼
51 mU, dmaxRt ¼ 12 mU, and dmaxRk ¼ 22 mU. The number of

nanotroughs and their microscopic shape were different

compared to those of the device in Fig. 2. However, only the

value dmaxRk deviated substantially (by a factor of 2) from values

obtained on the nanotube presented above. This is consistent

with the argument that we expect nanotroughs to change mainly

dmaxRk.
5. Conclusion

We have discussed magnetotransport experiments performed on

individual ferromagnetic nanotubes. For parallel field orienta-

tion, the vortex wall reversal mode predicted by theoretical

studies seems to be consistent with the anisotropic magnetore-

sistance data. The reversal occurs in segments in a sequential

manner. For a magnetic field applied perpendicular to the long

axis we suggest onion and vortex states to form during the

reversal. This field geometry has not been considered theoreti-

cally before. In this work, we have developed a classification

scheme for magnetic states of nanotubes which is derived from

the AMR effect known for planar films. This scheme allows one

to relate resistance changes to different magnetic states. For
4994 | Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 4989–4995
memory applications, it would be extremely important to control

all the different magnetization configurations depending on the

magnitude and orientation of the magnetic field applied. Inter-

estingly, both, the ROP and GVS, lead to zero magnetization but

significantly different stray fields. In the GVS the stray field is

zero, avoiding magnetostatic interaction between memory

elements.
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